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Abstract
Participants (N = 656) from Butler University, Winston-Salem State University, and
communities in Indianapolis, IN and Baltimore, MD, answered a questionnaire (two weeks, ten
months, and four years after the election) consisting of several parts: a narrative and a set of
probe questions regarding their discovery of the presidential announcement and a fact narrative
and probed details about the election results. The narrative and probed recall data were scored in
a fashion similar to flashbulb memory narratives with canonical election features. Whites
generally remembered more than nonwhites. A fading affect bias was found in which the
negative affect of conservative subjects faded faster over time in contrast to the liberal or
moderate subjects. Affect influenced memory elaboration when there were few rehearsals.
Memory elaboration with few recounts was greatest with those reporting high affect and
decreased as affect decreased. Further, memories for Obama's election varied like other
flashbulb events, such as 9/11, supporting affect at encoding as the flashbulb memory
mechanism.
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Election 2008: Flashbulb Memories of Barack Obama' s Election to Presidency
A "flashbulb memory" (FBM) is a vivid and detailed memory that is easier to recall than
an everyday memory, yet it is incomplete and imperfect, and not an absolute photograph of the
past experience (Brown & Kulik, 1977). The nature of flashbulb memories has two conflicting
views: One view emphasizes the importance of emotional affect at the point of memory encoding
(Bohannon, 1988); the other contends that perceptual vividness is reconstructed at recall, which
can undermine accuracy (Neisser & Harsch, 1992; Talarico & Rubin, 2003). Hence, one view
focuses on initial encoding conditions as the primary FBM component and the other alleges
reconstructive recall as important in determining the extent and quality of memory. Support for
the encoding hypothesis comes from FBM source effects. Those that discovered the flashbulb
event from the media have more extensive factual memories about the event, whereas those that
acquired the news from another person have more complete and personal discovery accounts
(Bohannon, Gratz, & Cross, 2007). In other words, those hearing factual information concerning
the event through the media had more elaborate factual details, whereas those hearing the news
from another person were more likely to process their discovery context, thus, enhancing recall
of their personal details (Rice, 2010). In addition, Pezdek (2003) found that those who are more
personally involved in the event may have recounted the event more with others and seen more
media accounts. One's factual memory is continually verified against the facts from the media,
and one's autobiographical memory can continually evolve through recounting because there is
no veridical verification on ideographic discovery memories.
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Consistency and Arousal in FBM
The accuracy of FBMs has been up for debate since the first studies on FBMs began.
Since the early studies, research has come out both in opposition and support of the veridicality
ofFBMs. McCloskey, Wible, and Cohen's (1988) study on memories of the Challenger
explosion opposed the veridicality of FBMs. They tested subjects regarding their memory of this
public tragedy. Nine months later, they re-tested the same subjects (N=27) and found
inaccuracies and substantial forgetting. Because of the inconsistent recalling nine months later
and subjects' high confidence, the researchers concluded that FBMs were no better than ordinary
memories. In contrast, Bohannon and Symons (1992) found FBM consistency in recollections of
the Challenger disaster over 36 months. Further, these recollections were associated with more
confidence in the memories, more extensive memories, and a stronger emotional response at
encoding to the flashbulb event. In her assessment of FBMs of the Marmara earthquake, Er
(2003) also found that memory accounts were most consistent and detailed when subjects were
emotionally aroused at the time of discovery. Emotional arousal was also found to increase
subjects' recounts, and thereby indirectly enhancing their memory. Furthermore, Hornstein, et al.
(2003) found that emotional arousal at the time of discovery and recounts of the memory were
related to consistency three months and 18 months after the flashbulb event. Thus, although
FBM accounts appear to be vulnerable to distortions, heightened arousal was associated with
more consistent memories.
Although consistency has been held as the hallmark of measuring accuracy in FBM, there
is no research that asserts that consistency is the best measure of accuracy. To address this,
Julian, Bohannon, and Aue (2008) assessed whether FBM consistency should be abandoned as
the only acceptable measure of memory accuracy. In their study, consistency was measured for
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the discovery narrative, discovery probe, fact narrative, and fact probe portions of the
questionnaires regarding various flashbulb events (i.e., Princess Diana's death, 9/11, the
Columbia space shuttle disaster, and the capture of Saddam Hussein). In the narratives,
consistency was examined for each of the canonical narrative features mentioned above and for
the probes, consistency was found for each of the questions. The researchers found that memory
consistency predicted accuracy as well as the elaborate quantity of recall. They also suggested
that because consistency and quantity were significantly correlated with accuracy, they could
possibly be the same measure.
Effects of Emotion on FBM
Brown and Kulik (1977) equated emotional arousal with personal significance; however,
they are not interchangeable. One can encounter an event that has high emotional arousal that
may have little or no personal significance (although the reverse may not occur) (Fivush et al.,
2008). Neisser et al. (1996) refuted the idea that emotional arousal affected the density of a
FBM, but offered the notion that personal involvement or significance affected the recall of
FBM. In their study, the researchers asked subjects from locations in California and Atlanta to
recall their experiences of the 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake. Many of the informants were
alleged to have not been frightened, although the only measure of affect employed was a rating
of how "concerned" the subjects were during the quake. The most concerned subjects did not
establish the strongest memories. From the data, the researchers noted that the critical variable
was not the "concern" of experiencing the quake itself. They showed that personal involvement
in the earthquake led to greatly improved recall. Further, personal impact of an event causes an
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increase in emotion causing more attention and deeper encoding of the specific event (Conway,
1995).
In arousing events that form flashbulb memories, Robinson (1980) suggested that it is
intensity of the emotion is most important in FBM, not necessarily the type of emotion. He
exposed subjects to a series of cue words of common objects and actions and instructed them to
recall the first personal incident that came to mind. Subjects rated the intensity of the emotion
related to the recalled event, and Robinson found that the intensity of the emotion was the only
factor significantly related with the retrieval time. The stronger the emotion, the faster the
memory came to mind. A possible explanation is that a heightened state of emotion may lead to a
person paying more attention to the details of the incident and allowing more details to be
encoded. Another explanation could be that higher levels of emotion trigger the brain to
remember those incidents via an evolutionary mechanism designed to remember events that are
more arousing.
Livingston (1967) found that the increased quality of a flashbulb memory is due to an
abnormally high level of emotion at the time of encoding. In addition, other studies have found
that memory accounts were more consistent when subjects were emotionally aroused at the time
of discovery and when subjects extensively recount their stories (Er, 2003; Hornstein et al.,
2003; Schmolck et al., 2000). Earlier research has demonstrated that highly emotional events are
generally better recalled than neutral events (see Christianson, 1992; Christianson & Lindholm,
1998; Reisberg & Hertel, 2003). In addition, the recall of emotion associated with intensely
emotional events is more consistent than recall of emotion associated with moderately emotional
events (Fivush et al., 2008). Pezdek (2003) asserts that as emotional involvement increases,
autobiographical FBM decreases and event memory increases. Further, Julian, Bohannon, and
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Aue (2008) found that higher affect was associated with enhanced quantity, consistency, and
accuracy, although consistency was somewhat compromised at the highest levels of affect.
Christianson and Hubinette (1993) suggested that the primary determinants of detailed
memories appear to be a high level of surprise, consequentiality, and emotional arousal.
Although these memories are high in emotion, there is a forgetting curve corresponding to the
amount of emotion at the time of encoding that influences the amount of detail remembered. The
amount of emotion evoked by an event at the time of encoding can be so overwhelming that
people tend to forget many details. In contrast, if one is highly unemotional at an event, few
details of that specific memory will be remembered. Therefore, medium arousal is needed in
forming flashbulb memories.
It has been hypothesized that surprise plays a role in modulating memory. In Brown and
Kulik's (1977) study on people's memories of JFK's assassination, the news of JFK's death was
rated by participants as having high levels of surprise. These high levels of surprise were one of
the determinants they believed correlated with the highly detailed and vivid account described
for their discovery of JFK. However, little empirical support for surprise, independent of arousal,
has been found to support Brown and Kulik's hypothesis.
Conse<1uentiality and Valence
Previous research has shown that individuals remember events based on personal
relevance and consequentiality. For example, Brown and Kulik (1977) measured the
comparative consequentiality for whites and blacks for the assassinations of John F. Kennedy
and Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Being that MLK and JFK advocated for equality between
blacks and whites in their own rights, it would be expected that their deaths would be viewed as
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more consequential for blacks than whites. The researchers asked subjects to rate the indirect and
direct consequences for his or her life that either event had. Black participants reported greater
consequentiality than whites for both events, but felt that the assassination ofMLK had greater
consequentiality than JFK's death. In addition, Brown and Kulik found that black subjects were
significantly more likely to recall the circumstances of their discovery of the death ofMLK than
white subjects. Similarly, Conway (1995) found that American subjects remembered the
resignation of Margaret Thatcher poorly in contrast to British subjects.
As exemplified, consequentiality affects the establishment ofFBM; however,
assassinations and resignations of public leaders are aversively valenced. Since 1977, memory
research has investigated people's discovery of horrific public events such as the Challenger
disaster (Bohannon, 1988), the Marmara earthquake (Er, 2003), and the terrorist attacks of
9/11(Pezdek, 2003). Rubin and Kozin (1984) showed pleasant and aversive private events to be
equally memorable if equally arousing. Both public and private events elicit strong emotions
with the same type of memory elaboration in individuals, showing that something as mundane
and personal, like a childhood injury, can be remembered in as much detail as a public,
extraordinary event, such as a natural disaster. In both events, details such as location of event,
prior activity, or time of day can be recalled months after the event occurred (Christianson &
Hubinette, 1993). Because these details can be recalled for aversive flashbulb events, these same
details should be able to be recalled for events that are pleasant in valence. Recent findings have
shown pleasant emotional private events, such as a first kiss, to evoke these long lasting and
vivid memories containing flashbulb-like mechanisms as well (Reed & Bohannon, 2000; Gillott,
Fels, & Bohannon, 2009). However, few studies have examined memories for discovering a
pleasant public event (i.e., events that do not involve natural disasters, assassinations,
.-
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resignations of public leaders, etc.) (see Holland & Kensinger, 2012). Very little is known about
how pleasant public events modulate memory across differing groups of individuals. The current
study examined a pleasant public event - the election of Barack Obama to presidency.
Although a pleasant event in the sense that there is no trauma, the election of Barack
Obama cannot be assumed to be a positive event for all. For events that evoke negative
memories, the fading affect bias can be seen. The fading affect bias is "the finding that the
intensity of affect associated with negative autobiographical memories fades faster than affect
associated with positive autobiographical memories" (Walker & Skowronski, 2009). As a
contrasting effect, the flourishing affect bias happens when an event that was initially only
mildly positive or negative may become more intense when the event is later recalled. This might
occur once the consequences of the event are fully realized (Ritchie et aI., 2009).
Current Study
The purpose of the current study was to examine a positive public event to see if it
evoked flashbulb canonical features in people's memories. Further, we wanted to collect
individual recollections of the official results of the 2008 presidential election to analyze if
personal affiliations and emotion influenced memory over time. The central hypotheses to this
study were as follows:
1. If consequentiality and prior knowledge predict more extensive autobiographical
memory, then nonwhites and political liberals should have more extensive memories of
discovering the election results.
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2. If highly emotional events evoke greater recall and quality of flashbulb memories, then
those reporting higher affect during the election announcement should have remembered
more than those with low affect.
3. If effects at encoding (one of which is emotion) are the preeminent causal functions of
FBM, then the conditions of encoding should strongly predict what participants
remember. In this case, the type of information participants were processing during
discovery should predict the contents of recalL Specifically, those processing event facts
from the media should remember more facts of the event, whereas those who received
their discoveries from another person should recall more personal details surrounding the
discovery.
4. If there is a fading affect bias, then the intensity of emotion reported by those with
negative affect at the time of the election should fade faster than those reporting positive
or neutral affect.
Method
Participants
Participants (N = 656), including undergraduates from Butler University and Winston
Salem State University, as well as residents of Indianapolis, IN and Baltimore, MD, participated
in this study. Extra credit was offered to student participants of both Butler and Winston Salem
State Universities. Ages ranged from 17 to 78 with a mean age of 22. More than half (55.5%) of
the participants were white, whereas 44.2% reported being nonwhite (two participants did not
report their race). Regarding political affiliation, 34.5% reported being liberal, 39.2% reported
being moderate, and 22.3% reported being conservative (26 participants did not list their political
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affiliation). Participants were also grouped regarding their reported affect (high affect vs. low
affect) and how many times they recounted their discovery stories of President Obama's 2008
election (high recount vs. low recount).
Design
This study was a 3 (delays: two weeks/ten months/four years) x 3 (politics:
liberal/moderate/conservative) x 3 (valence: positive/neutral/negative) x 2 (race: white/nonwhite)
x 2 (source type: media/person) x 2 (information type: discovery/facts) x 2 (memory measures:
narrative/probe) cross-sectional, mixed-model design I. The last two variables were within
subjects and also constituted the elements of measured memory. The others variables were
between subjects. The criterion dependent variables were memory elaboration (information type
and measure) and affect ratings.
Materials
We used a questionnaire that consisted of several parts: a narrative and a set of probe
questions regarding their discovery of the presidential announcement and a fact narrative and
probed questions about the presidential election results. Participants also reported the amplitude
and valence of their emotion at encoding, the number of times they recounted their discovery
story to others, their political affiliation, race, and age. The questionnaire was distributed to
different participants two weeks, ten months, and four years after the 2008 presidential election.
See Appendices A, Band C for the complete protocol.
I It is noted that the independent variables listed are not true independent variables because most of the variables
could not be randomly assigned. However, it is also worthy to note that the listed variables are random in a sense,
being that those variables are inherently independent of the memories they produce. This does not include an
unmeasured fifth or sixth variable that influences each variable. With that said, the results should be taken cautiously
with regards to causality.
-
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Procedure
Participants first read and signed an informed consent agreement and began on their
narrative of how they discovered the election results. Participants were not allowed to continue
on to the other parts of the questionnaire until the discovery narrative was finished. After
completing the discovery narrative, the participants then answered a survey that consisted of fill
in the blanks, circle your answer, and complete five-point scales, about demographic, affect,
recount, and expectation questions (See Appendix A). Demographic questions entailed race and
age at the time of the election, and if the participant voted. Questions of affect involved inquiries
of excitement and arousal level at the time of the election results. Recount questions asked how
many times the participants thought about and retold their discoveries of the election results.
Further, a question was asked regarding the participants' expectations of the outcome of the
election.
After completing the survey, the participants moved on to the discovery probe questions
regarding what the participants were wearing and doing at the time of their discoveries, who
informed them of the election results, what the weather was like, etc. (See Appendix B). For each
question, the participants rated their confidence in their answers on a scale of one to five, where
one is "not sure at all" and five is "absolutely confident." Upon completion of the discovery
probed questions, participants moved on to the fact narrative, on which they reported the election
results as if they were a news anchor covering the story. Again, participants were not allowed to
move on to other parts of the questionnaire until they had completed the fact narrative.
After finishing the fact narrative, participants moved on to the final part of the
questionnaire: the probed questions regarding the facts surrounding the election (See Appendix
C). Questions were asked about the candidates, their running mates, when and where they
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addressed the country, and after what state's electorate announcement the winner was
announced. Other questions inquired about the participants' political affiliation and who they
expected to win. For each question (except for the one regarding political affiliation), the
participants rated their confidence in their answers on a scale of one to five, where one is "not
sure at all" and five is "absolutely confident." The question concerning political affiliation was
on a scale of one to five where one is "very liberal" and five is "very conservative." Participants
took roughly 20-45 minutes to complete the questionnaire.
Scoring
The discovery and fact narratives were scored for the presence of flashbulb canonical
features (see Julian et al., 2008) and the presence or absence of answers to our detailed probe
questions, all of which were scored on a scale ranging from 0-3 (see Appendix D). The more
elaborate the narratives were, the higher the score they received on the scale. For example, a
score of 0 indicated a lack of response, a score of 1was given for an implied response, and
higher numbers were given for more elaboration. The fact narrative portion of the questionnaire
was scored in a similar fashion on the basis of the following canonical features: who, what,
where, when, cause, and aftermath. The fact probe questions were also scored for correctness.
Further, modified scoring rules were used between free and probed recall with the same
canonical features (see Appendix E for complete scoring rules and examples). Fact probes were
scored with a 0 for no response and higher numbers denoting higher degrees of accuracy. For
inter-rater reliability, each of our 13 lab members scored blindly a set of three narratives and
probes. We discussed disparities among scores for each section and consequentially made
amendments to the scoring rules. We amended the scoring rules until there was 90% or higher
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accuracy between all of the scorers. Ultimately, we blindly scored 36 protocols to determine a
93% inter-rater reliability. The remainder of the protocols was scored using the amended scoring
rules.
Results
To observe memory differences between races, we analyzed the data using mixed
measures ANOVAs, 2 (race: nonwhite or white) x 2 (memory information: discovery and facts)
x 2 (measure: narrative and probe). Both memory information and measure were within subjects.
We found a significant effect of race on memory elaboration, F (1,584) = 6.01,p = .015,f2 = .09,
such that whites (M= .295) remembered more than nonwhites (M= .281). However, there was
no significant interaction of race by measure on memory, F (1,584) = .218,p =.64, or by
information type, F (1,584) = 1.26, P = .26. These results were the complete opposite of what
we hypothesized regarding race and memory.
We used a series of one-way ANOV As for race (nonwhite vs. white) on the dependent
variables of recounts, excitement, age, arousal, and affect (see Table 1). We found a main effect
of race on recounts indicating nonwhites reported retelling their discoveries three times more
than whites, F (1,631) = 41.97, P < .0001,12 = .25. Further ANOV As revealed nonwhites were
generally older than whites, reported being more excited at the time of the election, reported
greater affect, and reported more arousal at the time of the event, than whites (see Table 1). All
of these variables have been shown to be associated with more consistent and elaborate flashbulb
memories (Julian et al., 2008).
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Table 2 shows the effect of delay on the same dependent variables analyzed above using
a series of one-way ANOV As (i.e., dependent variables: age, affect, arousal, excitement, and
recounts). Participants were older in the year four cohort, whereas the participants in the first two
cohorts were about equal, F (2,631) = 7.38,p <.001,f2 = .14. Arousal and excitement peaked by
month ten and decreased by year four (F (2,631) = 20.36,p <.0001,f2 = .25; F (2,631) = 5.55, P
<.01,f2 = .12). Participants recounted more in the year four cohort, which is to be expected as
they had more time to retell their stories than participants in the other two cohorts, F (2,631) =
4.21, P <.05,/2 = .10. There was no significant difference in affect over time, F (2,631) = .221,P
= .80.
We examined the effects of political affiliation on memory in a 3 (politics: liberal,
moderate, or conservative) x 2 (information type: discovery and fact) x 2 (measure: narrative and
probe) mixed-model ANOV A. We found support for the second half of the first hypothesis in a
main effect of politics on memory, F (2,584) =15.00,p <.0001,f2 = .22. A post-hoc Tukey-
Kramer test (p < .05) showed that liberals had more extensive memories than both moderates and
conservatives (M(sd) = .938 (.613), .808 (.598), .791 (.563) liberals, moderates, conservative
respectively).
We did not find evidence of arousal affecting overall memory elaboration. Our mixed-
design ANOVA, 3 (affect: low, medium, or high) x 2 (measure: narrative and probe) x 2
(information type: discovery and fact), showed no significant main effect of affect on memory, F
(2,604) = .503, P = .605. However, using a 3 (affect: low, medium, or high) x 2 (recounts: few or
many) x 2 (measure: narrative and probe) x 2 (information type: discovery and fact) mixed-
design ANOV A, we found a significant affect by recount interaction on memory (see Figure 1),
F (2,604) = 5.21,p <.006,/2 = .12. A post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test (p < .05) suggested that affect
~
i
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supported memory elaboration when there were few recounts (M(sd) = .922 (.628), .852 (.575),
.772 (.588) high, medium, and low affect respectively). Only the high and low affect groups were
different in the few recount condition, whereas none of the means in the many recount condition
differed from each other (see Figure 1).
To test the effect of source type on recall, we used a 2(source: media or person) x
2(information type: discovery or fact) mixed model ANOVA, with source type as between
subjects and information type as within subjects. Our results showed a significant source by
information interaction, F (1,598) = 21.60,p <.0001,f2 = .19. Subjects who were watching the
media during their discovery of the election results remembered more facts (M = .20) of the
election than those hearing the news from another person (M = .16). However, individuals who
received their discoveries from another person had more extensive memories of their personal
circumstances (M= .41) than those who got their information from the media (M= .38).
In order to analyze the effect of several variables (i.e., valence, delay, race, and political
affiliation) on affect, we used arousal ratings as a measure of affect changeability over time.
Robinson (1980) asserted that the intensity of the affect associated with an arousing flashbulb
event is most important in FBM, and such intensity can be observed through fluctuations in
arousal ratings. For each independent variable, we used a series of factorial ANOV As. To
analyze arousal, we used a one-way ANOVA, 3 (valence: positive, neutral, or negative). We
found a significant main effect such that those viewing the election as a positive event reported
being more aroused than those viewing the event negatively or neutrally, F (2,543) = 42.26,p <
.0001,/2 = .39. Using a one-way ANOVA of delay (two-three weeks, ten months, four years) on
arousal, we found a significant main effect of delay on arousal such that arousal peaked by
month ten and decreased by year four, F (2,614) = 16.57,p < .0001,f2 = .25. Using a 3 (valence:
..
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positive, neutral, or negative) x 3 (delay: two-three weeks, ten months, or four years) factorial
ANOVA on arousal, we found a significant interaction, F (4,543) = 6.21,p <.0001,.( = .19. A
post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test (p < .05) showed that negative arousal decreased by year four,
demonstrating a fading affect bias for those reporting initial negative affect (M(sd) = 3.54 (1.30),
3.14 (1.12), 2.38 (1.09) two-three weeks, ten months, and four years respectively). Additionally,
those reporting positive affect increased in arousal by month ten and maintained that high in year
four. The same trend was found for moderately aroused individuals, except their arousal started
relatively low (see Figure 2). There were significant differences in means between all valence
groups, between two-three weeks and ten months, and between ten months and four years.
To further explore how the intensity of affect changed in each cohort, we examined race
and political affiliation's effects on arousal ratings. Using a 2 (race: nonwhite or white) x 3
(delay: two-three weeks, ten months, or four years) between-subjects factorial ANOVA on
arousal ratings, we found a significant delay by race interaction on arousal, F (2,642) = 6.19,p <
.01,/2 = .13. A post-hoc Tukey-Kramer (p < .05) test showed significant mean differences
between nonwhites and whites between two-three weeks and ten months, and two-three weeks,
and four years. Nonwhites' arousal continued to increase by each cohort and whites' arousal
remained consistent (see Figure 3). Although these results did not show a fading affect bias for
either group, they revealed an accumulating affect bias. Not surprisingly, we found that
nonwhites (M = 4.36) generally reported higher affect at the time of the election than whites (M
= 3.04) (See table 1). Nonwhites continued to report more arousal by each delay, showing an
accumulating affect bias, whereas whites retained their moderate affect intensity over time.
We used a one-way ANOV A of politics (liberal, moderate, or conservative) on arousal
and found a significant main effect where liberals were more aroused than conservatives and
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moderates, F (2,614) = 8.74,p < .001,/2 = .21. Using a 3(politics: liberal, moderate, or
conservative) x 3(delay: two-three weeks, ten months, four years) factorial ANOVA on arousal,
we found a significant interaction. A post-hoc Tukey-Kramer (p < .05) test showed a fading
affect bias for conservatives, F (4,614) = 3.04,p < .05,/2 = .12 (see Figure 4), (M(sd) = 3.25
(1.14),3.35 (1.20), 2.95 (1.28) two-three weeks, ten months, and four years respectively).
Liberals differed in arousal from both conservatives and moderates, but moderates and
conservatives did not significantly differ in means from moderates. Conservatives' arousal
decreased from month ten to year four, denoting a decrease in intensity of affect over time. In
contrast, liberals became more aroused by ten months and plateaued by year four, and moderates
gradually decreased in arousal through each cohort, plateauing by year four (M(.'5d) = 3.24 (1.31),
4.17 (1.01), 3.94 (1.34) two-three weeks, ten months, and four years for liberals, respectively;
M(sd) = 2.68 (1.12), 3.54 (1.28),3.46 (1.34) two-three weeks, ten months, and four years for
moderates, respectively). Arousal ratings differed in means for two-three weeks and ten months
after the elections, but no other delay times differed from each other.
Discussion
This study investigated whether a positive public event could display flashbulb-like
qualities, like negative public events. Few flashbulb memory studies have examined positive
public events. The current study, however, focused on a positive public event, the election of
Barack Obama to presidency in 2008, and found that the election did elicit flashbulb memories
for the masses and can therefore be considered a flashbulb event. Individuals were able to report
canonical flashbulb features, such as who was around when they heard the news, how they felt,
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and the aftermath surrounding the event (see Appendix D for all canonical features). Taking the
study a step further, we wanted to analyze individual memories of the election to see how
personal affiliations and emotion influence memory over time. The personal variables we
focused on most were that of race and political affiliation. We anticipated that these would playa
significant role in memory modulation, as well as other variables surrounding the election (i.e.,
affect, recounts, delay, source), because of the nature of the event. Race was deemed important
because the 2008 election was the first U.S presidential election in which a nonwhite candidate
won. Political affiliation was inherently important because the event was a presidential election
in which political affiliation influenced many people's votes on Election Day. We hypothesized
that nonwhites and liberals would have more extensive memories than whites because of their
personal affiliations andlor consequentiality of the event.
Because this was the first presidential race in which a nonwhite candidate had a 50150
chance at winning the election, we predicted that nonwhite participants would remember more
about the election. Our hypothesis stemmed from Brown and Kulik's (1977) finding that one's
personal affiliations and the consequences associated with those affiliations affected one's
memories. However, in our study, we found the opposite: whites remembered more than
nonwhites. The significance of this finding lies within its contradiction of Brown and Kulik's
study. As stated earlier, the researchers found that blacks remembered more about MLK's
assassination than whites. Their reasoning behind the finding was that of consequentiality: The
death of the most important civil rights leader at the time could have marked the death of the
movement advocating for equality for nonwhites. MLK's assassination could have
consequentially hindered blacks' attempts to establish their civil rights.
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A possible explanation for why whites remembered more than nonwhites derived from
Christianson and Hubinette (1993). They suggested that emotion effects evoked by an event at
the time of encoding were best explained with a Yerkes-Dodson inverted-U function (Yerkes &
Dodson, 1908). In this view, emotion can be so overwhelming that people fail to encode many
details. In this case, nonwhites could have been so overwhelmed by the event that their ability to
encode details of the event could have been negatively affected.
Alternatively, found a significant main effect of political affiliation on memory, such that
liberals remembered more about their discoveries of the election results and facts surrounding
the election than moderates and conservatives. Our findings imply that the 2008 election was not
so much about race as it was about politics. As senior writer for UiS, News & World Report,
Michael Barone speculated, almost all voters who rejected Obama were doing so because of
specifics about him and his issue positions, not his race (Barone, 2008).
We further predicted that those reporting high negative affect at encoding would lose
intensity in their emotion faster than other groups over time and that higher affect at the time of
the election announcement would elicit more elaborate memories than low affect. The affect
associated with Obama being elected was measured by arousal ratings over delay. The issue with
measuring arousal over delay is that the initial reactions may change over time. However, the
initial variability in arousal is supported after each delay although the means may change
(Christianson, 1992). Interesting racial effects on arousal and affect were found over time.
Nonwhites were more excited about the election than whites from the first couple of weeks
following to four years after the election. Nonwhites' arousal increased over time, showing an
accumulating affect bias, whereas whites' arousal remained consistent, showing a fixed affect
bias. Interestingly, fixed affect biases occur for approximately 37% of flashbulb memory events
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(Walker & Skowronski, 2009). A potential explanation for the racial difference in affect is that
many of the nonwhite participants could have viewed the 2008 election as a historical event,
marking progress for minorities in America. For whites, their low affect could be linked to the
consequentiality of the situation. Having a nonwhite president could have lower consequentiality
and possibly less meaning to whites than nonwhites, thus accounting for low affect in whites.
Our finding that conservatives demonstrated a fading affect bias supported our prediction
that those who reported high negative affect would fade quicker than others. Itwas assumed that
most conservatives would disagree with Obama's democratic views, and therefore show negative
affect initially. However, delay had an effect on calming those negative feelings. A possible
explanation for the decrease in intensity of emotion for conservatives could be that Obama
proved to be more conservative than liberal over time. Another possible explanation could be
that the country did not suffer under Obama's administration, as many conservatives may have
thought. Whatever the reason may be, the negative affect associated with conservatives was
expected to continue to lose its intensity.
We did not find support regarding our hypothesis that high affect would result in greater
recall. For this event, affect itself did not account for memory elaboration. Memory in
conjunction with recounts did. Our significant affect by recount interaction on memory showed
that affect becanle important in memory elaboration only when there were few recounts or
rehearsals of the event. The finding that many recounts for those with high affect didn't result in
greater recollection proved to be perplexing, but an explanation for such an effect could be that
of memory interference. When one retells a memory of a public event a few times, they are not
necessarily exposed to many recollections from their audience, thus decreasing the likelihood of
them adopting aspects of their audience's memories into their own. When recounting one's
•
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discovery story many times to different listeners, the listener generally offers their recollection
and can sometime interfere in the memory of the initial speaker (Loftus, Miller & Bums, 1978).
On the other hand, it makes sense that a person reporting low affect would have to retell their
discoveries many times in order to have greater recall because we generally do not wish to
remember events that evoke low affect. Interesting enough, arousal estimates did not in
themselves predict memory quantity like in other flashbulb studies (Er, 2003; Hornstein et al.,
2003; Schmolck et al., 2000). However, arousal varied across political affiliation and race, with
liberals and nonwhites being more excited than conservatives and whites. It is possible that
arousal was modulated though these variables.
Lastly, we hypothesized that whether an individual received their discovery information
from the media or from another person will affect the type of recall. Our significant source by
information interaction supported the contention that flashbulb memories result from an
encoding mechanism; whatever the subjects are processing at the time of arousal results in more
extensive and durable engrams. We found that subjects who were watching the media during
discovery remembered more facts of the election whereas subjects hearing the news from
another person had more extensive memories of their personal circumstances. This finding
coincided with the findings of Bohannon, Gratz, and Cross (2007). Those who received their
discoveries from the media had primarily facts given to them and were able to validate those
facts by checking other media sources. Those with person-to-person discoveries were less likely
to hear as many facts and were less likely to validate the story of the person telling them the
information by another person. They may have checked a media source after their discoveries,
but the effect holds true that person-to-person news results in more elaborate discovery stories
regarding personal information.
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In studying flashbulb memories, the question of whether memory effects are due to the
variables measured or due to error, often arises. In addition, the issues of accuracy for reported
memories are of concern. However, the findings in this study should be considered as valid
because of the findings in Julian, Bohannon, and Aue (2008). The study showed that memory
consistency predicted accuracy as well as the elaborate quantity of recall. Further, the study
supported the notion that higher affect was associated with enhanced quantity, consistency, and
accuracy. Studies that did not find a significant effect of affect or emotion on memory
elaboration either did not have scales to measure arousal (see Neisser & Harsch, 1992) or had
small sample sizes (McCloskey et al. (1988) N=66, Neisser & Harsch (1992) N=44, Talarico &
Rubin (2003) N=54 and Weaver (1993) N=23). The current study measured recounts as a means
of accuracy, used established scales to measure arousal (see Appendix A), and had a powerful
sample size of N=656.
Limitations and Future Research
This study was not without its limitations. As noted earlier, the independent variables
studied (i.e., delay, politics, valence, race, source type, information type, and measure) were not
true independent variables because they could not be randomly assigned. This may have allowed
for other unmeasured variables to be responsible for the results reported. One should be cautious
when interpreting the results. Another limitation was that the majority of the participants in this
study were college students. We did not measure if this status had any influence over the
participants' responses and could have potentially ignored a significant variable on memory and
other measures of the study.
Future research should expand upon this study by recruiting more participants that are
representative of the population. It would be interesting to compare those who are not students
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with college students to see if there are differences in memory, affect, or other variables
measured. Further, it could prove useful to break down analyses of race on different variables to
see racial differences in memory across various races. Equal recruitment of different races would
be necessary. Finally, future research could expand upon the findings of this study by running a
similar study for the 2012 presidential election and comparing results. The 2012 presidential
election has the potential to either confirm the patterns found in this study with regards to various
demographics or present completely different trends. It would be beneficial to the field of
flashbulb memory research to have this comparison of similar events to see if trends stay
consistent.
•
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Tables
Table 1. Mean age, affect, arousal, excitement, and recounts as afunction of race
Variables Whites Nonwhites F P Cohen's £2 Notes
N=364 N=290 (1,631)
Age 19.11 24.10 49.68 <.0001 .28 Nonwhites tended
(SD = 4.24) (SD= Medium Effect to be older than
12.50) whites
Affect 3.04 4.36 129.23 <.0001 .45 Nonwhites
(SD = 1.06) (SD = .82) Large Effect reported greater
affect than whites
Arousal 2.91 4.21 218.74 <.0001 .59 Nonwhites
(SD = 1.20) (SD = .94) Large Effect reported more
arousal than
whites
Excitement 3.16 4.51 183.11 <.0001 .54 Nonwhites
(SD = 1.45) (SD = .89) Large Effect reported more
excitement than
whites
Recounts 2.07 6.54 41.97 <.0001 .25 Nonwhites
(SD = 3.18) (SD= Medium Effect reported recounts
12.57) more than whites
II
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Table 2. Mean age, affect, arousal, excitement, and recounts as afunction of delay
Variables 2-3 10 4 F P Cohen's Notes
Weeks Months Years (2,631) f2
N=203 N=391 N=62
Age 20.53 20.98 25.57 7.38 <.001 .14 Participants
(SO = (SO= (SO = Small tended to be
5.60) 8.10) 19.12) Effect older in the
year four
Affect 3.30 3.82 3.43 .221 NS There was no
(SO= (SO= (SO = significant
1.03) 1.17) 1.27) difference in
overall affect
at each time
Arousal 3.04 3.72 3.33 20.36 <.0001 .25 Arousal
(SO= (SO = (SO = Medium peaked at ten
1.24) 1.20) 1.37) Effect months and
decreased by
year four
Excitement 3.57 3.90 3.40 5.55 <.01 .12 Excitement
(SO = (SO= (SD= Small peaked at ten
1.37) 1.40) 1.45) Effect months and
decreased by
year four
Recounts 2.58 4.48 5.72 54.21 <.015 .10 Recounts
(SO = (SO= (SO = Small increased by
4.20) 8.36) 18.43) Effect each cohort
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Figure 1: Affect by recount interaction on memory elaboration. Affect influences memory
elaboration most when there are few recounts.
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Figure 2: Significant valence by delay interaction on arousal rating. The intensity of affect in
those reporting the election to be negative fades faster than those viewing the event as positive or
neutral.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
Please answer the following questions about the time when you first learned of the election results.
I. How old were you at the time of the election? ----------------
2. How many times did you tell the story your discoverv of the election?
________ (number)
3. What is your race? Circle one: Caucasian Black
Hispanic Asian _____ Other
4. Did you vote? Yes No
5. Did you vote for the winner? Yes No
6. Please rate how expected the election outcome was on the 5-point scale provided below. Circle the number you feel best fits.
1 2 3
4
totally
unexpected
average knew it
was coming
7. Please rate how excited you were upon learning of the election results on the 5-point scale provided below. Circle the number
you feel best fits.
1 2
3 4
very little moderately
completely
devastated/ecstatic
8. How frequently do talk about or share this memory with others') Circle the number you feel best tits.
1 2 3
4
very
infrequently
sometimes frequently
9. How frequently do you think about this memory? Circle the number you feel best tits.
2 3
4
very
infrequently
sometimes frequently
10. Please circle your arousal level at the time the election. Be sure to indicate whether you were excited or agitated.
2 3
4
Couldn't have Somewhat
cared less excited/agitated excitecllagitated
Moderately
excitecllagitated
Very
excited/agitated
Extremely
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The following questions concern the events, people, and conditions surrounding the instant y?U first heard about the outcome of
the election. In addition, please use the scale below to rate each answer 111 this section accordll~g to the level of confidence you
have in your answers. If you do not know the answer, simply leave It blank and rate your confidence as a' I'.
Not sure at all
Somewhat
Confident
Moderately
Confident
Very Confident Absolutely
Confident
1 2
3 4 5
II. What were you wearing at the time you learned of the election results?
12. What were you doing when you learned who won the presidential election')
13. How did you feel when you heard about who won the presidential election?
14. What did you do right after discovering the election results?
15. What day of the week did you learn of the election results?
16. On what date did you hear about who won the presidential election? Give an exact
date by month, day, and year (e.g., 10/01/2006)
17. What time did you learn of the election results? (to the nearest hour, AM or PM)
18. Who informed you of the election results? (answer only ifit was a person)
19. What was your informant wearing when they told you? (leave blank if not applicable)
20. What exactly did the person/tornl of media who/that informed you of the election
results say? (Be as specific as possible)
21. How did you learn of the election outcome? (e.g.: over the phone, in person from
another person, etc.)
22. Where were you when you learned of the election outcome? (As closely as you can recall-
e.g. on the couch in the living room)
23. Who else was near you when you heard about who won the presidential election?
24. What was the weather like at the time you learned of election outcome?
Confidence Rating
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The following questions concern the events, people, and conditions surrounding th~ instant you first heard about the outcome of
the election. In addition, please use the scale below to rate each ans,:"er 111 this section according to the level of confidence you
have in your answers. If you do not know the answer, Simply leave It blank and rate your confidence as a ' I'.
Not sure at all
Somewhat
Confident
Moderately
Confident
Very Confident Absolutely
Confident
1 2
3 4
Confidence Rating
21. Who was the democratic nominee's running mate?
22. Who was the republican nominee's running mate?
23. What time (specifically) did the democratic nominee address the nation?
24. What time (specifically) did the republican nominee address the nation?
25. Where did the democratic nominee address the nation?
26. Where did the republican nominee address the nation?
27. What was the democratic nominee wearing at the time of his address?
28. What was the republican candidate wearing at the time of his address?
29. After what state's electorate announcement was the presidential winner announced?
30. Which candidate did you expect to win the election?
31. Where on the following scale would you rate your political affitiauon? (Please circle one)
5
4
Very Liberal Liberal Moderate
Conservative2
3 Very Conservative
•
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Appendix D
Canonical Features Scoring Criteria for Recall
Canonical Description Quantity Score
Score
Feature
Activity Subject's activity leading to
0-3
the announcement
Location Subject's location at time of
0-3
announcement
Time Time when announcement
0-3
took place
Author's Affect The emotional state of the
0-3
subject after aIU10Uncement
Aftermath Any action that occurred
0-3
after the announcement
Others Present Anyone around subject
0-3
during the announcement
Others' Affect Emotional state of any 0-3
others after announcement
•
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Appendix E
Free Response Scoring Rules
Activity (The activity _ of the narrator _ what was directly happening before the announcement of who won the
presidential race. Getting the information ("1 watclrillg tire election results Oil TV') cannot be the activity. Tbe activity is
always related to the self (the narrator).
0 There is no activity mentioned/implied
I
Activityties) is (are) implied. There is no concrete way to tell one specific activity. ("J was all Illy way to
class ... " implies walking or running, "After a movie" implies watching, "Came for dinner" implies eating,
"waiting for opportunity") Vague activities ('Wellt ... " "Took her to ... " "Made a stop at her house" "Pulled lip
to my driveway" "Dropping me off" "Arrived" "Hanging alit ")
2
Anything the scorer can physically imitate what the person was doing, without any doubt - a specific act.
("Walking" "Eating" "Standing" "Laying" "Got in car" "Asked" "studying") Nothing implying affect. (NOT
"excited")
3
The activity is mentioned more than once, but separately ("We walked to study hall ... ] turned to walk away") or
more than one activity is mentioned. ("! packed my books and walked to the door when ... ")
Location (The narrator's location during the announcement of who won)
0 There is no location mentioned/implied
I
The location is implied. ('My roommate woke me lip ... "implies bedroom as location, "I was all Illy way back
FOIn class ... " implies somewhere on campus, "Walking a girl home ", a journey requiring a vehicle implies a
location.) Vague location. ("Florida" "Airport" "Party" "Park" "Outside" "School) note TV does not imply
a specific location
2
The location is explicit mentioned. ( "I was in class ... " "I was in Illy dorm room ... " "I was in my professor's
office" "My house" "Xavier University" "]ndianapolis 'J
3
More than one location is mentioned, or an explicit is further specified. ("! stopped in the hail ... I continued to
the classroom" "I was in psych class, JH2 76" "At home in Cincinnati" "]1'1 Illy room on the bed" "Basement of
Ross Hall" "My dorm room in Ross Hall"
Time (The time when the narrator heard the announcement of who won)
() No time is givenlimplied
I
Time is implied by nanling events that happened at certain times or is vague. "Likes to go to bed early" "It was
Dark" "rush-hour"
2 The time was mentioned but does not have to be specifically mentioned"
("]! was about 10:45" "morning "
"Tuesday"
3 The time was explicitly mentioned and/or implied more than once. (" 11 :00 Tuesday night" )
Others Present (Any person around the narrator during the announcement of who won)
() No mention/implication of other people other than the narrator and the partner ("Felt like we were being
watche(f')
I The narrator mentions a nonspeci1ic
group or individual C'They were talking" "Someone" "Crowd"
"Everyone else was in bed ")
2 A single specific person or a collective (including the narrator) is mentioned, a group of people perfo
nn a
specific action. ('Jessica started to CI)' " 'The class went into (In uproar" "Steve jumped up" "M» (i'iends and
J''') , ..
3 Two explicit individuals or multiple group or multiple individual mentions are made. ('Josh was talking to Dr.
Bohannon ... " "My friend Steve and Jim" "My boy(i·iel1d ...Steve and J" "Myfriends ... We all")
-=
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Author's Affect (The emotional state of the narrator before/after the announcement of who won)
0 No mention of state given.
I
Multiple emotions could be implied from one phrase. ("Collldll 't believe it" awe/wonder; "I cried">
sadness/happiness; "Droplaw"? surprised. "Loved it"=happy; "Had pleasure of experiencing" =pleased
"Had buftel:!lies "=nervollsness; "Heart was racing", "Got chills ". "Rush "<excited; "Dying inside "<upset; "I
missed him "=sadness) Action implies feeling. ("Laughed" "Smiled" "Teared lip "; "Freaking out "<scared)
Thought implies feeling. "Thinking when is this going to stop?" "Thinking is this really happening?" "Wow"
"Bummer "] Implied emotion by description of announcement. ("]t was awkward" "Upsetting" "Disgusting"
"Weird')
2
Anything that could be physically replicated by scorer without doubt. Stated emotion. ("! was shocked "; "Iwas
scared ": "I was happy"; "I felt happy"; "I was feeling happy")
3
Two of more explicit emotions were mentioned. ("Lindsey was in shock and became worried "]
Others' Affect (The emotional state of others around the narrator before/after the announcement of who won)
0 No mention of state given.
I
Multiple emotions could be implied from one phrase. ("Collldn 't believe it" =awe/wonder; "I cried">
sadness/happiness; "Drop/ow "= slIIprised: "Loved it "i=happy; "Had pleasure of experiencing" =pleased
"Had butterflies "=nervousness; "Heart was racing", "Got chills ", "Rush "<excited; "Dying inside "<upset; "I
missed him "<sadness] Action implies feeling. ("Laughed" "Smiled" "Teared lip "; "Freaking out'l=scared)
Thought implies feeling. "Thinking when is this going to stop?" "Thinking is this really happening?" "Wow"
"Bummer') Implied emotion by description ofmmouncement. ("It was awkward" "Upsetting" "Disgusting"
"Weird)
2
Anything that could be physically replicated by scorer without doubt. Stated emotion. ("! was shocked "; "I was
scared ": "I was happy "
3
Two explicit states are mentioned for one person ("Lindsey was ill shock and became worried ') or reactions for
two or more different people is mentioned (t'Dave was scared and MmJI looked nervous ... ") If anything is
implied from a behavior, it cannot be ranked as a 3.
Aft.e~math (Any action that occurred _ by any character - after the election unnouncement ... not as specific us rules for
activity, A change in venue, locution source 01' uctivity also counts us an aftermath (15 Minute window for non-change in
any ?f the above to count as an aftermath.). Anything ufter the implicution of Obama's lead or his win, as weIl as
speciflcally stating that Obama won, marks the beginning of the aftermath.
0 There is no aftermath explicitly mentioned or implied.
) T11eaftermath is implied. (t'All day / ... "; "For the rest ()fthe night ...
" "rest ofthe date "; "We talked all
night ")
2
The aftermath is explicitly mentioned. ("We went to bed" ... " "Classes were canceled ... " "Went to P.F.
Chang's")
3 There is more than one aftermath. ("Then] called my roommate ... we met lip in Taco Bell ")
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Discovery Probe Scoring Rules
Wearlnz (0: 11)
0 There is no mention of what the individual was wearing
I One generic clothing type. ("Jeans"" A shirt")
2
Two generic clothing types or one generic clothing type with a modifier ( "Jeans and a t-shirt" "Hat and socks"
"My Obama Tvshirt" "My red pants")
3
One or more specific clothing types or one clothing type with multiple modifiers (" Polo shirt" Ugg boots and a
hat" "A blue Yankees hat")
Right After « : 14)
0 There is no action mentioned/implied
I One action is mentioned
2 Two distinct actions are mentioned
3 Three or more distinct actions are mentioned
ho informed you'! (0: 18)
0 No response
I Non-specified individual (" The newscaster" )
2 A specific individual ( "My mom" "Wolf Blitzer" )
W
nformant clothing (0: 19)
0 No mention of clothing
I One generic clothing type ("A suit" "Only pants")
2
Two generic clothing types or one generic clothing type with a modifier ( "Jeans and a t-shirt" " A blue suit")
3
Two or more explicit clothing types or one clothing type with multiple modifiers ("Black pinstripe suit")
I
Whllt informant said: (0: 20)
() No mention of what was said
I Mention of one specific aspect of election announcement ( "Barack Obama won" "California has been
announced")
2 Mention of two specific (distinct) aspects of eJection aJUlouncement ( "California was announced and Burack
Obama is the winner" "from the projected votes")
3 Mention of three or more specific (distinct) aspects of election announcement (California has been announced,
TIle electoral count has passed the required amount and Barack Obama is the winner!"
ow learned of election outcome (0: 21)
() There is no mentioned of informant
1 A generic personal source is mentioned
("My friends") (TV /RadiolThe internet counts as generic if no network
or channel given)
2 A specific network or individual is mentioned ("Steve told me" "CNN told me")
3 Two or more specific combinations of individuals and/or networks are mentioned (Wolfe Blitzer ofCNN"
"MSNBC.com and my mom" "Toby and Jim")
H
Weather (0: 24)
() There is no mention of weather
I One non-specific statement of weather ("it was cold")
2 A specific statement of weather or two generic statements ("about 65 degrees" "cold and windy")
•
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Facts Free Response Scoring Rules
Activity (The activity _ of any character _ what was directly happening directly before the announcement of who won the
presidential race)
0 There is no activity mentioned/implied
I
Basic mention of the winner of the elector or loser of the election plus one relevant fact ("Barack Obama will be
the next president" "And the 44thpresident of the US will be Barack Obama" "Our first black president will be
Barack Oba111a".If there is mention of both winner and loser it eams a one.
2
Mention of winner/loser and elaboration with between 2 to 4 relevant facts (Facts include: leading in the
polls/popular vote/electorate vote, polls closing, state a1UlOUncements,margins, race etc.)
:I
Mention of winner/loser and elaboration with 5 or more relevant facts (Facts include: polls closing, state
announcements, margins, race etc.)
Location (The described locations surrounding the winner/Ioser ... NOT FOR GENERIC EVENTS! Ex. "a crowd")
0 There is no location mentioned/implied
I Basic state or region mention of one candidate ("Obama is in Illinois")
2
Basic state or region mention of both candidates or a basic mention with a modifier ("McCain is in Arizona
while Obama is in Illinois" Obama is in Chicago Illinois")
:I
Basic state or region mention of both candidates with modifiers for both or two or more modifiers for one
candidate ("Barack in Chicago Illinois" "McCain in Phoenix and Obama in Chicago"
Time (The time when the narrator heard the announcement of who won)
0 No time is given/implied
I
Time is implied by naming events that happen at certain times or is vague. ("Likes to announce late" "It was
dark")
2
The time was mentioned but does not have to be specifically mentioned" ("II was about 10:45" "morning"
"Tuesday"
3 The time was explicitly mentioned and/or implied more than once. ("11 :00 Tuesday nighl")
Others Present (Any person-son TV and at the address-being described including newscasters/celebrities etc.)
0 No mention/implication of other people other than the narrator ( "Felt like we were being watched")
I The narrator mentions a nonspecific
group or individual ("They were talking" "Someone" "Crowd"
"Everyone else was in bed")
2 A single specific person or a collective (including the narrator) is mentioned, a group of people perform a
specific action. ('Jessica started to CIJI" "The class went into an uproar" "Stevejumped up" "My friends and
I" "The Black people were overjoyed" "If Ie Jews wailed anxiously")
3 Two explicit individuals or multiple group or multiple individual mentions are made.
('Josh was talking 10 Dr.
Bohannon ... " "My friend Sieve and Jim" "My boX/i'iend ...Steve and I" "Myfriends ..Weall")
Others' Affect (Mental state of any others before/after the announcement of who won)
0 No mention of state given.
I Multiple reactions could be ascertained from one phrase. ('COllldn't believe it" "Could CIJ/" "Drop jaw"
"Breathless" "Love" "Loved it" "Got chills" "Had pleasure of experiencing " "Had butterflies" "Hearl was
racing" "Rush" "Dying inside" "weird") Action implies feeling. (t'Laughed" "Smiled" "Tears ")
2 Anything that could be physically replicated by scorer without doubt. ('She was shocked ... " "He was scared ...
"
"Freaking OUI" "Turned-off" "Fell special ") Specifically stated lack of emotion. ('Wasil 'I embarrassed"
"Wasn 'I worried")
3 Two explicit states are mentioned for one person (t'Lindsey was in shock and became worried") or one reaction
for two different people is mentioned ("Dave was scared and Mary looked nervous ... ")
I~-
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Aftermath (Any action that occurred - by any character - after the election day.,; not IlS specific IlS rules for activity)
0 There is no aftermath explicitly mentioned or implied.
I
The aftermath is implied. ('All day I ... " "For the rest of the night ... " "rest of the date ")
2
The aftermath is explicitly mentioned. ('WE went to bed" ... " "Classes were canceled ... " "Went to P.F.
Chang's")
3
There is more than one aftermath. (Then I called Illy roommate ... we met up in Taco Bell"}
Fact Probe Scoring Rules
Running mate (Dem)
o I Incorrect
Running mate (Rep)
o Incorrect
Correct (Sarah Palin)
Democratic Time (leave blank if participant didn't answer)
0 Greater than + or - 15 Minutes from II :58 PM EST
I + or _ 15 Minutes if II :58 PM EST (II :43 PM to 12: 13 AM)
2 + or _ 10 Minutes of 11:58 PM EST (11:48 PM to 12:08 AM)
3 + or _ 5 Minutes of I 1:58 PM EST (II :53 PM to 12:03 AM)
Republican Time (leave blank if participant didn't answer)
0 Greater than + or - 15 Minutes from II: 15 PM EST
I + or _ 15 Minutes if II: 15 PM EST (II :00 PM to II :30 PM)
2 + or _ 10 Minutes of II :15 PM EST (II :05 PM to II :25 PM)
3 + or- 5 Minutes of II: 15 PM EST (11:10 PM to 11:20 PM)
Democratic Address
0 No mention (or wrong)
I The state or a generic description ("Illinois" "A field")
2 Specific city is given or two generic descriptors ("Chicago" or "Chicago, Illinois" "A field in Illinois"
"A park
in Chicago")
3 Specific city and park names are used or more than two generic descriptors are used.
("Grant park, Chicago"
"Chicago, Illinois, in a big park)
Republican Address
0 No mention (or wrong)
I The state or a generic description is given ("Arizona" "Outside of a big building")
2 Specific city is given or two generic descriptors ("Phoenix" or "Phoenix, Arizona" "Outside of a building in
Phoenix" c c
3 Specific city and building names are used or more than two generic descriptors are used. ("Outside of the
republican headquarters in Phoenix" "Phoenix, Arizona outside of a building")
-
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Democratic Wearing (Red striped tie, white shirt, black suit jacket. American flag pin)
0 No mention
1 A generic descriptor is used or a color("A suit" "blue")
2
A generic descriptor with one modifier ("A blue suit"" A red tie") or two generic descriptors with I modifier ("a
suit and a red tie")
3 One or more generic descriptors with correct modifiers (" Red striped tie with a white shirt"; "Rolled-up long
sleeve shirt")
Republican Wearing (Gold tie, blue shirt, black suit jacket)
0 No mention
I A generic descriptor is used or a color(" A suit" "blue")
2 A generic descriptor with one modifier ("A blue suit" " A red tie") or two generic descriptors with I modifier ("a
suit and a red tie")
3 One or more generic descriptors with correct modifiers (" Red striped tie with a white shirt"; "Rolled up long
sleeve shirt")
State electoral announcement (if wrong, leave blank)
o No mention
Either California or Ohio
Expected to win
o McCain
Obama
